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<Chart1> Question 3 & Choices : Q3. what is artistic creativity

1 ability to think various ideas
2 ability of using materials, tools, and method unusually
3 ability to think unusual ideas
4 ability to visualize ideas
5 ability to express originally and uniquely

< Chart > Frequency of partial response and non-responses of question 4. (%)

Question

4. Which artist or artwork 

do you think creative?

Choose from the list and 

wirte down reason.

(You can answer an artist 

and artwork which are 

not included in the list )

Frequency (%)

Section

Partial response
picked the work 

but no reason 
8 (4.9%)

Non-responses

no idea about 

art or artwork
6 (3.7%)

blank 18 (11.1%)
total 32 (19.8%)

< Chart > Ranking of Creative Artist

Ranking Artist
Frequency 

(%)
Ranking Artist

Frequency 

(%)

1
Paik Nam-
june

41 (25.1%) 11 Matisse 3 (1.8%)

2
Lee  Sang-
bong

21 (12.8%) 11 Park Sue-gun 3 (1.8%)

3 Van Gogh 16 (9.8%) 11
Seong Dong-

hun
3 (1.8%)

4 Dali 14 (8.5%) 11 Seo Se-ok 3 (1.8%)

5 Duchamp 13 (7.9%) 11 Magritte 3 (1.8%)

6 Chagall 10 (6.1%) 11 Picasso 3 (1.8%)

7
A, 
Glodsworthy

6 (3.6%) 18
Claes 

Oldenburg
2 (1.22%)

8
Akiyoshi 
Kitaoka

6 (3.6%) 19 Damien Hirst 1 (0.6%)

9
Claude 
Monet

5 (3.0%) 20
Edvard 
Munch

1 (0.6%)

10
Kim Hong-
do

4 (2.4%) 20 Keith Haring 1 (0.6%)

11 Kim Whan-ki 3 (1.8%) 20 Land Art 1 (0.6%)
163 



< Chart > The reason of thinking Paik Nam-june as a creative artist

The reason of 
thinking Paik 

Nam-june as a 
creative artist

Field Breaking new ground(first trial)

Domain

contents

Breaking from the 
conventional 
thought,
New angle of vision, 
Coming out of 
existing frame, 
Switching the view,
Combined various 
artists,
Capacity of 
reconstruction and 
reinterpretation

form

Using new materials-
TV sets and etc.
Showing various 
ideas on many TV 
screens

Person Background of individual history

< Chart > Example 1 

Creative artist or work Matisse

Reason why it is 
creative 

Clear and formative expression, distinguished from other artist.
Don't get tired of it and it draws attention.
Not looking special from others but attractive painting.

< Chart > Example 2 

Creative artist or work It's  too broad but  I  think everything is  creative except realistic 
depicting. Rather  than  to  pick  something  out  from  the  list,  I 
could answer why are the works in the list are creative.

Reason why it is 
creative 

< Chart > Contents of class to improve artistic creativity 

Q.

6. To improve student's 
creativity, pick one content 
of art class and formulate 
the class simply.

Frequency (%)

Major contents of class

Contents related with 
design

30 (30.9%)

Expressing freely using 
imagination

13 (13.4%)

Diversifying materials and 
expressive methods

45 (46.3%) 

Imitating and applying 
specific method

9 (9.2%)

total 97

< Chart > Example3 

Simple class plan for picked contents
Without restriction about expressive method, give students enough time and let them 
decorate uniquely. (Avoiding not too broad or narrow obvious-common- topic) 



< Chart > Example 4 

Simple class plan for picked contents
Showing various artworks with unique ideas and expressive method. Letting students 
choose concept and express their ideas freely without restraint. 

< Chart > Example 5 - Case of low inner consistency 

Q.3
② ability to use material, tool, and method unusually

③ ability to think unique ideas

Q.4

Creative artist(artwork)
A, Glodsworthy(Leaves, 

River, Stone)

Reason

It  is  unconventional  -  using 
natural  materials  as  an 
artwork  and  displaying  it  in 
nature.

Q.5 Conceptional guidance

Q.6 Making and appreciating artwork by transforming materials of famous artwork


